Several ''reconstructive'' proposals for density matrix functional theory are investigated, each of which expresses the two-electron density matrix, and therefore the electronic energy, as a functional of the natural orbitals and their occupation numbers. It is shown that for each of these functionals, half of the parallel-spin eigenvalues of the reconstructed two-electron density matrix are necessarily negative. Illustrative all-electron calculations for Be and LiH, in a variety of Gaussian basis sets, demonstrate that these spurious negative eigenvalues lower the electronic energy substantially. In spite of this, there is no indication that the variationally optimized energy diverges as the basis set approaches completeness, as has been suggested based on calculations with a small number of active orbitals. The apparent variational instability reported previously is attributed to qualitative differences between the minimal-basis and extended-basis potential curves, for certain functionals. However, we identify one functional that yields accurate LiH potential curves-comparable to full configuration interaction results-in both minimal and extended basis sets. Explicitly antisymmetric reconstructions are recommended as a remedy for the positivity problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Following a flurry of activity that produced many formal results 1 but no actual calculations, one-electron density matrix functional theory ͑DMFT͒ languished for many years, but now interest in this topic has been rekindled by a number of explicit proposals [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] for calculating electronic energies as functionals of the natural orbitals and their occupation numbers, that is, as functionals of the one-electron reduced density matrix ͑1-matrix͒. DMFT does not rely upon any noninteracting reference state and therefore incorporates fractional occupation numbers in a natural way, which may provide the necessary infrastructure for an even-handed description of both dynamical and nondynamical correlation. Moreover, by eliminating the rigid distinction between occupied and virtual orbitals, DMFT provides a means to generate localized, weakly occupied pseudonatural orbitals [10] [11] [12] to replace Hartree-Fock ͑HF͒ or Kohn-Sham virtual orbitals in compact expansions of correlated wave functions.
Several recent proposals for DMFT 4 -7,13-15 constitute, at least implicitly, a sort of generalized HF theory in which the two-electron reduced density matrix ͑2-matrix͒ D is expressed as a functional D ͓␥ ͔ of the 1-matrix ␥ . Given such a reconstruction functional, the electronic energy is determined by variational minimization of the functional E͓␥ ͔ ϭtr(Ĥ D ͓␥ ͔). This brand of ''reconstructive'' DMFT amounts to a variational 2-matrix theory where-in an effort to reduce the exorbitant computational expense 16 inherent to such calculations-the 2-matrix is parametrized in terms of the 1-matrix. Ensemble N-representability constraints 17 for acceptable 1-matrices are easy to implement, but are insufficient to guarantee that the reconstructed 2-matrix is N-representable. Hence the burden of 2-matrix N-representability falls on the reconstruction functional. This perspective on DMFT has interesting parallels in density functional theory ͑DFT͒, where parametrizations of the exchange-correlation hole, as a functional of the electron density, figure prominently in the development of new energy functionals. 18 -23 Only for an exact reconstruction of the hole is one assured that EрE͓ trial ͔, whereas EрE͓␥ trial ͔ would be guaranteed in DMFT only if the exact reconstruction D ͓␥ ͔ could be employed. For practical approximations there is no lower bound, at the theorem level, on either E͓ trial ͔ or E͓␥ trial ͔. DFT survives as a viable methodology because, empirically, the energy does converge with respect to enlargement of the variational space. 24 -26 Thus, while the variationally optimized energy in approximate DFT may be higher or lower than the exact energy, the model exchangecorrelation hole is at least associated with a finite energy in the complete-basis limit. Whether the model 2-matrices corresponding to proposed functionals D ͓␥ ͔ exhibit this property-dubbed variational stability-was questioned in a recent study, 27 where it was determined that optimized DMFT energies for diatomic molecules decrease precipitously as the number of active orbitals is increased.
The aforementioned result is intriguing but not conclusive, because no more than six active orbitals were used for any molecule other than H 2 . For H 2 , extrapolation to the limit of a complete basis of s and p functions yields a reasonable result, 14 but there has been no systematic study of the basis-set dependence of reconstructive DMFT for molecules that contain heavy atoms. The effect of higher angular a͒ momentum basis functions also has not been scrutinized in a serious way. In addition, because existing reconstruction functionals fail to preserve antisymmetry of the 2-matrix, there are serious questions about their behavior for same-spin electrons, 28 which cannot be answered by examining H 2 . In the present work we study Be and LiH, which incorporate heavy atoms and same-spin electrons but are small enough so that large basis sets impart a great deal of variational flexibility.
Two questions are addressed in this work. First, does the variationally optimized electronic energy ultimately converge with respect to enlargement of the variational space? Our results indicate that is does. In fact, the decrease in DMFT energy with respect to basis-set enlargement is roughly comparable to that of full configuration interaction ͑FCI͒, although polarization functions in DMFT prove to be more effective in lowering the energy than they are in FCI. What appeared to be an instability in the small active-space calculations is instead the manifestation of a pronounced, qualitative discrepancy between the potential curves obtained using a minimal basis set and those calculated with extended basis sets. All of the functionals examined here yield qualitatively correct LiH potential curves in a minimal basis set, but in several cases these potentials become unrealistically shallow when extended basis sets are employed.
Second, we examine in detail the N-representability violations manifested by the variationally optimized 2-matrices. We give a general proof that half of the eigenvalues of D ␣␣ ͑the parallel-spin component of D ) are necessarily negative for each functional examined here. In certain applications, the magnitude of the most negative eigenvalue approaches 30% of the largest positive eigenvalue, and in all cases the negative eigenvalues contribute substantially to the electronic energy. This behavior is inherent to the ansatz, but we shall argue that explicitly antisymmetric reconstruction functionals are likely to assuage this positivity problem.
II. RECONSTRUCTION FUNCTIONALS
We consider Ŝ z eigenstates of a spin-compensated ͑non-spin-polarized͒ N-electron system, wherein the natural spinorbitals are direct products ͉ k ͘ ͉͘ and the 1-matrix has spin blocks ␥ ␣ ϭ␥ ␤ , with
͑1͒
͑Throughout this work, Greek indices are used for spin while Latin indices denote spatial orbitals.͒ Spin blocks
of the 2-matrix will be reconstructed in the natural orbital direct product basis, 
Existing reconstruction functionals for DMFT express the matrix elements D i j,kl as functions of the natural occupation numbers, neglecting any explicit dependence of D i j,kl on the natural orbitals themselves. This is driven partly by convenience, but also because HF theory leads to one such reconstruction, and because the energy functional already inherits a strong dependence on the natural orbitals, via the one-and two-electron integrals. This assumption may limit the present methods to spin-compensated states, because for a spin-polarized state the ␣-spin natural orbitals differ from the ␤-spin ones. In any case, a spin-restricted formalism is adopted here. The reconstructions examined here each utilize the simple Hartree product
for the opposite-spin component of the 2-matrix. For the parallel-spin component, the functionals of interest have the form
͑6͒
This implies an energy functional
͑7͒
where h i j and ͗i j͉kl͘ denote one-and two-electron integrals in the ͉ k ͘ basis.
Listed in Table I are the functions f that define the corrected Hartree ͑CH͒, 2,5-7 corrected Hartree-Fock ͑CHF͒, 5, 6 and modified CHF ͑MCHF͒ 6 functionals. The quantities 
have been introduced for succinctness. As advertised, the CH functional adds an exchange correction to (␥ ␥ )/2, the Hartree 2-matrix, albeit one that does not fully annihilate selfinteraction in the Hartree potential. The CHF functional adds a correction to the HF 2-matrix 28 ␥ ٙ␥ , in order to account for the two-electron cumulant. 31 This cumulant vanishes for an idempotent 1-matrix.
The functionals introduced in Table I SIC-CH͑͒ retains some residual electron self-interaction, however, insofar as this functional is not antisymmetric. The only antisymmetric reconstruction consistent with Eq. ͑6͒ is the HF one, f (n i ,n j )ϭn i n j , which is equivalent to both CH͑2͒ and SIC-CH͑2͒.
A few values of the adjustable parameter are chosen for the calculations in Sec. V. For CH͑͒ and SIC-CH͑͒, we choose ϭ1 and ϭ4/3. The latter value is an upper bound on the range of acceptable for these functionals, as determined based upon electron-gas considerations, 14, 33 and produces more realistic electron-pair densities than those obtained using smaller values of . 28 For CHF͑͒, we consider ϭ0.7, ϭ1, and ϭ1.12. When Ϸ0.7, CHF͑͒ yields diatomic potential curves with correct shape, while CHF͑1.12͒ produces accurate energies for the Be isoelectronic sequence.
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III. N-REPRESENTABILITY
Since the HF functional is the only antisymmetric reconstruction consistent with the ansatz in Eq. ͑6͒, none of the other functionals affords an N-representable 2-matrix. To gain a more incisive understanding of the N-representability violations, we analyze the so-called D, Q, and G conditions 34 -36 for the reconstructed 2-matrices. These constraints specify that the two-electron density matrix (D ), the two-hole density matrix (Q ), and the particle-hole density matrix (Ĝ ) must be positive ͑semidefinite͒. Because Q and Ĝ can be expressed in terms of D , each constitutes a necessary requirement for an N-representable 2-matrix. Physically, the Q-and G-conditions place bounds on the occupancies of two-electron states that do not follow from the PauliColeman bounds on the orbital occupancies. 34 Although these conditions are insufficient to guarantee that D is N-representable, when taken together they are nevertheless quite strong, as indicated by the high quality of variational 2-matrix calculations constrained only by D , Q , and Ĝ positivity. 16, [37] [38] [39] Sans G, the D and Q conditions are considerably less restrictive. 37 To specify these conditions, define an operator P with elements 
͑12͒
and
͑13͒
These expressions are valid in an arbitrary basis of orthonormal orbitals. Assuming a Hartree-product form for D ␣␤ , and introducing the abbreviations
one obtains
͑16͒
These matrices are diagonal, with eigenvalues Q i j,i j ␣␤ and
that are non-negative for 0рn i ,n j р1. Thus the Hartree-product reconstruction of D ␣␤ satisfies each of the D, Q, and G conditions.
With D ␣␣ reconstructed according to Eq. ͑6͒, one obtains
͑18͒
These matrices, along with D ␣␣ , exhibit a simple block structure that allows us to obtain most of their eigenvalues analytically.
Consider 
͑19͒
The 1ϫ1 blocks contribute eigenvalues
while B i j has eigenvalues
The complete set of D ␣␣ eigenvalues is ͕d i ͖ഫ͕d i j
The eigenvalue d i is associated with the eigenvector ͉ i i ͘, 
Last, Ĝ ␣␣ consists of 1ϫ1 blocks, along with a single RϫR block, where R is the number of orbitals. The latter has elements
͑23͒
The 1ϫ1 blocks have elements G i j,i j ␣␣ , for i j, and thus yield eigenvalues
In summary, we have analytic expressions for all eigenvalues of D , Q , and Ĝ except those arising from a single
Ϫ , and g i j are compiled in Table II . It follows that d i j Ϫ у0 for each functional, since f , ⌬ i j , and ⌳ i j are each non-negative on the domain of allowed occupation numbers. Because ⍀ i j ϩH i j /2у0, it also follows that q i j Ϫ у0 for each functional. Consequently, these functionals satisfy the Q condition if and only if they satisfy the D condition.
Unfortunately, all of the functionals listed in Table I violate the D condition. For any Ͼ0, both CHF͑͒ and MCHF have d i р0 and d i j ϩ р0 for all values of n i and n j . These inequalities are strict except in the case of integer occupancies. For CH͑͒, d i р0 and d i j ϩ р0 for any р2, again with strict inequalities for fractional occupancies. Finally, SIC-CH͑͒ has the same eigenvalues as CH͑͒, except that d i ϵ0 in the former ͑by construction͒. Thus for each of these functionals, half of the eigenvalues of D ␣␣ will always be negative. Though the analytic formulas in Table II can be used to place rigorous bounds on the magnitudes of any negative eigenvalues, for spin-compensated systems these theoretical lower bounds are unlikely to be approached in practice, given that the reconstructed D, Q, and G matrices are each positive in the limit of an idempotent 1-matrix. Negative eigenvalues arising in applications are examined in Sec. V.
IV. VARIATIONAL PROCEDURE
In contrast to HF theory, minimization of a more general density matrix functional with fractional occupation numbers cannot be cast as a self-consistent eigenvalue problem. Instead, direct minimization of E͓͕n i ͖,͕͉ i ͖͘] is required, subject to the constraints 0рn i р1, ͚ i n i ϭN/2, and ͗ i ͉ j ͘ ϭ␦ i j . This section describes our algorithm for carrying out this optimization, which differs from previous procedures 27, [40] [41] [42] in several important respects. These differences are pointed out in the description that follows.
Bounds on the occupation numbers are enforced by setting n i ϭ(cos i ) 2 and varying the i without constraint. The trace constraint is implemented by optimizing the penalized energy function
in which K is a large, positive constant. Having optimized Ẽ for a particular value of K, the energy can be reoptimized rapidly using a larger value of K, in order to improve the trace, since very little rate-limiting orbital reoptimization is required. An alternative to a penalty function is to parametrize the vector of occupation numbers in a manner that automatically preserves the trace. 40 In our experience, however, freedom to violate the trace constraint accelerates convergence by enabling relatively large changes in the occupation numbers at early stages in the optimization. Furthermore, relaxation of the trace constraint can be crucial as a means to extricate the optimization from a local minimum that is not the global minimum.
Analytic derivatives 
are easily computed, but we find them unnecessary and not cost effective. Note that ‫ץ/‪E‬ץ‬ i ϭ0 if n i is an integer. As such, we typically initiate the optimization using HF orbitals but using occupation numbers that are perturbed slightly from their HF values. Orbital optimization, subject to orthonormality constraints, is carried out in a manner similar to that used to perform diagonalization-free self-consistent-field calculations. [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] The natural orbitals ͉ i ͘ are represented in terms of some fixed, orthonormal basis set,
with initial guess coefficients that form an orthogonal matrix C. Any variation C ϭCϩ␦C that preserves orthonormality can be parametrized as
where AϭϪA ‫ׅ‬ is a skew-symmetric matrix of auxiliary variational parameters. We vary the A i j , for fixed C and fixed occupation numbers, so as to minimize Ẽ , which is evaluated at each optimization step using the orbital coefficients C i j . Only when iϽ j does A i j constitute an independent variational parameter, which we denote by a i j . Then using the fact that ‫ץ‬A mn /‫ץ‬a kl ϭ␦ mk ␦ nl Ϫ␦ ml ␦ nk , one ob-
where iϽ j is assumed but the summation indices are unrestricted. As indicated in Eq. ͑28͒, we truncate exp(A) at second order, which allows us to evaluate the derivatives ‫ץ‬C mn /‫ץ‬A i j in closed form. This approximation notwithstanding, C is orthogonal and therefore the derivatives ‫ץ‬Ẽ /‫ץ‬C mn can be evaluated directly from the energy functional, whereas the derivatives ‫ץ‬Ẽ /‫ץ‬C mn cannot. Let us digress briefly to compare this method to an alternative technique 15, 27, 50 in which the expansion coefficients C i j are varied directly. As a result C is not orthogonal during the course of the optimization, but for sufficiently small variations an orthogonal matrix C is obtained by first-order symmetric orthogonalization,
This relationship is then used to encode the orthogonality constraints into the gradient, via the chain rule
As before, the derivatives ‫ץ‬Ẽ /‫ץ‬C mn are obtained directly from the energy functional, while ‫ץ‬C mn /‫ץ‬C i j is gleaned from Eq. ͑30͒. For R orbitals, the symmetric orthogonalization scheme employs R 2 variational parameters for the orbital optimization ͑which is the rate-limiting step͒, compared to R(R Ϫ1)/2 for the exponential parametrization. Both methods preserve orthogonality only in the limit of infinitesimal steps, though we find this restriction to be much less severe in the case of the exponential parametrization, presumably because we use a second-order approximation to exp(A) as compared to the first-order approximation to (C ‫ׅ‬ C) Ϫ1/2 in Eq. ͑30͒. As corroborated by Cohen and Baerends, 27 when the first-order symmetric orthogonalization scheme is used, we find that the orbital coefficient matrix must be reorthogonalized, via iterative application of Eq. ͑30͒, each time the C i j are updated. Using the exponential parametrization, 10-30 updates to A can be made, at early stages in the optimization, before the matrix C ϭ(IϩAϩA 2 /2)C deviates from orthogonality by more than 10 Ϫ6 , as judged by the matrix elements of ͉C ‫ׅ‬ C ϪI͉. In the vicinity of the minimum, A can be updated 100-200 times before this threshold is breached. It is only at this point that we reorthogonalize, using a few iterations of Eq. ͑30͒. These intermediate orthogonalizations are deleterious to the orbital optimization, as they degrade the quality of the iteratively constructed inverse Hessian and thus adversely affect the selection of a line search direction. It is therefore significant that the second-order exponential parametrization can maintain orthogonality over a large number of optimization steps. This robustness explains why we find this parametrization to be more stable than first-order methods based on either symmetric orthogonalization or the exponential parametrization.
The choice of orthogonalization method is also important. Arguably, the most widely disseminated numerical orthogonalization technique is singular value decomposition, 51 which in most implementations utilizes row and column permutations for greater numerical stability. This kind of pivoting, however, produces an orthogonal matrix that frequently bears little resemblance to the original matrix, even if the latter was nearly orthogonal. This has devastating consequences within an optimization algorithm. In contrast, the first-order scheme in Eq. ͑30͒ is more benign and does not alter the coefficient matrix too much, provided that this matrix is almost orthogonal.
For definiteness, we list our complete optimization algorithm for E͓␥ ͔.
͑1͒ Minimize Ẽ ( 1 ,..., R ) for a fixed set of orbitals, using Powell's quadratically convergent algorithm, 51 typically without analytic first derivatives. ͑2͒ For fixed occupation numbers ͑including any residual trace error͒, optimize the orbitals using the BroydenFletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno ͑BFGS͒ variable metric algorithm. 51 ͑a͒ Pass Aϭ0 and an orthogonal matrix C to the BFGS subroutine. C is not changed within this routine. ͑b͒ Update the parameters a i j by a single BFGS step, using the derivatives in Eq. ͑29͒, and thereby update the matrix C according to Eq. ͑28͒. ͑c͒ If the BFGS procedure has converged, or if any element of ͉C ‫ׅ‬ C ϪI͉ exceeds a specified tolerance, proceed to step 3. Otherwise repeat step 2b. ͑3͒ Set CϭC and Aϭ0, then return to the main program.
Orthogonalize C by iterative application of Eq. ͑30͒, then return to step 2. Repeat this cycle until the orbitals are converged. ͑4͒ If either the orbital or the occupancy optimization resulted in a significant energy change, then transform the integrals to the current natural orbital basis, set CϭI, and return to step 1. ͑5͒ Once Ẽ is converged with respect to all variational parameters, check the value of the penalty function. If its absolute value is greater than or comparable to the energy convergence criterion, increase the value of K ͑typi-cally by a factor of 100͒ and return to step 1.
The sole purpose of the integral transformation in step 4 is to accelerate optimization of the n i . By virtue of this transformation, C is always equal to an identity matrix within the occupancy-optimization subroutine. Formally, the integral transformation increases the method's scaling to O(R 5 ), though at present ͑with HF orbitals as the initial guess͒, this transformation is facile relative to the orbital optimization and provides a compelling incentive to decouple the orbital-and occupancy-optimization steps, which more than compensates for the fact that these two optimizations must be iterated when performed separately. In fact, it is sometimes advantageous to abort the orbital optimization ͑at step 3͒ prior to convergence, then transform the integrals, reoptimize the occupation numbers, and finally begin the orbital optimization anew. In our implementation, this is done whenever the orbitals have been reorthogonalized 5-10 times ͑typically corresponding to several hundred BFGS updates͒ without locating a minimum. There is no mention of an intermediate integral transformation in the existing literature 4,27,32,40-42 on orbital optimization in DMFT, probably because previous studies have focused on smaller basis sets than the ones employed here.
In the special case of the HF functional, one may set to zero all of the a i j except those that couple occupied and virtual orbitals. This reduces the number of orbital parameters from R(RϪ1)/2 to N(RϪN) and makes HF calculations facile relative to DMFT. The optimizations performed here bear more similarity, at the algorithm level, to multiconfigurational self-consistent-field ͑MCSCF͒ calculations.
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present calculations for Be and LiH in a variety of basis sets, and compare DMFT to FCI correlation energies (E c ϭEϪE HF ). The FCI calculations were carried out with the GAMESS program, 52 and we utilize standard Pople-type basis sets 53 of contracted Gaussian orbitals, available by keyword in GAMESS. These are listed in Table III along with the FCI energy corresponding to each. For both systems, the largest basis set consists of 35 orbitals. In contrast to several previous studies, 4,27,42 we do not freeze any orbitals or occupation numbers.
A. Variational stability
Optimized correlation energies for Be, and for LiH at its experimental 54 bond length, are listed in Table IV , while Figs. 1-4 compare the DMFT energies to the FCI ones. Consistent with other results, 42 the CHF͑0.7͒ functional converges to the HF solution in each case. ͑This is not true for LiH at stretched bond lengths, as discussed below.͒ The CH͑4/3͒ and SIC-CH͑4/3͒ functionals recover very little correlation energy ͑Figs. 3 and 4͒, yield near-integer occupancies, and are generally quite similar to HF, except at very large Li-H distance.
Figures 1 and 2 present a bit of good news. There, absolute energies obtained from DMFT are plotted against the corresponding FCI energies, which provide a measure of basis-set completeness. The CH͑4/3͒ and SIC-CH͑4/3͒ data nearly overlap on the scales in these figures, so the latter are omitted. The DMFT energy for both CH͑4/3͒ and SIC-CH͑4/3͒ exhibits a torpid, HF-like decrease relative to the FCI energy. Remarkably, for the remaining functionals the DMFT energy decreases at a rate that is not greatly different from that of FCI. There is no reason to expect this a priori, and in view of our results concerning N-representability, the mere absence of any precipitous drops in the DMFT energy with respect to increasing completeness is reassuring. Figure 1 also highlights the fact that certain density matrix functionals are quite sensitive to the presence of polarization functions in the basis set, which has been noted previously. 42 For both LiH and Be, the FCI energy is ͑coin-cidentally͒ 0.016 a.u. lower in the 6-311G basis than in the 6-31G* basis. In contrast, within DMFT the 6-31G* basis set frequently yields a lower energy, and if not then the difference is small. Figure 3 , which depicts the quantity 100 ϫ(E DMFT ϪE HF )/(E FCI ϪE HF ), emphasizes the same point. At the boundary between the double-zeta and triple-zeta sequences of basis sets, the functionals CH͑1͒, CHF͑1͒, CHF͑1.12͒, and MCHF each exhibit a steep drop in the fraction of the FCI correlation energy that is recovered. SIC-CH͑1͒, in contrast, is far less sensitive to the presence of polarization functions.
Optimized occupation numbers for Be are listed in Table  V . Atomic Be is an interesting test case on account of a near-degeneracy between the 2s and 2 p manifolds, which leads to an anomalously large FCI occupation number (ϳ0.03) in the virtual space. SIC-CH͑1͒, CH͑4/3͒, and SIC-CH͑4/3͒ each reproduce this phenomena at a qualitative level, but the CHF͑͒ and MCHF functionals shift far too much occupancy into the virtual orbitals. In LiH, the CHF͑͒ and MCHF occupation numbers also deviate significantly from integer values, as shown in Fig. 5 .
The plots of DMFT versus FCI energy for LiH ͑Fig. 2͒ are smoother than the corresponding plots for Be ͑Fig. 1͒, and the three LiH data points representing polarized, triplezeta basis sets are nearly coincident. However, full potential energy curves reveal important differences among basis sets. Figures 6 and 7 compare LiH potential curves obtained with the STO-6G, 6-31G*, and 6-311G(•,3p) basis sets. In the minimal basis set, each functional produces a reasonable potential curve, though certain differences are evident at large internuclear distances, as detailed below. For larger basis sets, however, the CH͑1͒, CHF͑͒, and MCHF potentials are far too shallow. ͓CHF͑0.7͒ and CHF͑1.12͒ results are not shown, but are similar to CHF͑1͒ in this respect.͔ With the beneficial hindsight of these all-electron calculations, the same defect is just barely perceptible in the active-space LiH/CHF͑1͒ potential curves calculated by Cohen and Baerends. 27 These authors observe that the CHF͑1͒ potential becomes more shallow as the number of active orbitals is increased from three to five, which they interpret as possible evidence of variational instability. However, we observe no further qualitative change upon incorporating additional polarization or diffuse functions ͓e.g., enlarging the basis to 6-311ϩG(d,3p)], and thus we conclude that the changes observed by Cohen and Baerends are artifacts of a minimal basis ͑or minimal active space͒. The shallow potential curves illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7 for extended basis sets are similar to those obtained for other diatomic molecules using the same functionals, 32, 42 and we believe that this is the true nature of diatomic potentials for these functionals.
In contrast to the ill behavior of CH͑1͒, CHF͑͒, and MCHF, the functionals SIC-CH͑1͒, CH͑4/3͒, and SIC-CH͑4/3͒ produce reasonable potential curves in each basis set. The latter two functionals yield near-HF potentials, except at large internuclear separation, while the SIC-CH͑1͒ potentials ͑Fig. 6͒ are actually quite close to the FCI ones at moderate Li-H distance. The dissociative asymptote for SIC-CH͑1͒ is much too high in the minimal basis but is significantly improved in the other basis sets.
LiH/6-311G(•,3p) potential curves for SIC-CH͑1͒, CHF͑0.7͒, and CHF͑1͒ are compared in Fig. 8 . The behavior of the CHF functionals here is especially interesting. For R Շ1.5R e , CHF͑0.7͒ converges to the HF energy, but at large bond lengths the CHF͑0.7͒ potential curve is vastly superior to the HF one. Not only is the asymptotic energy lower than HF, but the inflection point in the potential occurs at a shorter bond length, leading to a more realistic shape. CHF͑0.7͒ is also superior to SIC-CH͑1͒ in this respect; although the SIC-CH͑1͒ potential is quite close to FCI for RՇ2R e , SIC-CH͑1͒ turns over too slowly in the asymptotic region. There is nothing special about ϭ0.7 in this regard; ϭ0.65 and ϭ0.75, for example, yield similar diatomic potential curves. 32 Although it is probably a coincidence, for a sufficiently large basis CHF͑1͒ produces a potential curve that is almost purely repulsive, but whose asymptote yields an essentially exact 55, 56 dissociation energy. Confronted with these facts, it is natural to inquire whether there is some hybrid of SIC-CH͑1͒ and CHF͑͒ that looks mostly like the former at modest bond lengths, yet incorporates the early turnover of the latter in the dissocia- 
with parameter optimized for He atom, has been tested. 42 We have demonstrated, however, that for a sufficiently large basis neither of these two constituent functionals generates a proper potential energy curve, so it is not surprising that the above hybrid also yields qualitatively incorrect diatomic potentials.
B. N-representability
The spectra of D ␣␣ , Q ␣␣ , and Ĝ ␣␣ , reconstructed from variationally optimized 1-matrices, have also been obtained. For all of the functionals except CHF͑1.12͒, we find that the RϫR block (G ii, j j ␣␣ ) of Ĝ ␣␣ is positive. For all remaining eigenvalues we possess analytic formulas ͑Table II͒. Of these, d i and d i j ϩ are necessarily negative ͑or zero͒ and g i j can also be negative. Table VI summarizes the spectra of D ␣␣ and Ĝ ␣␣ obtained for Be in the best basis set utilized here, 6-311G(2d f ). This basis consists of 35 orbitals, so there are 595 d i j ϩ and 1190 g i j eigenvalues. As indicated in the table, most of the d i j ϩ are more negative than Ϫ10 Ϫ4 , except in the case of the CH͑4/3͒ and SIC-CH͑4/3͒ functionals. Results for the LiH/6-311G(d,2p) 2-matrix ͑Table VII͒ are similar. In this case there are 28 orbitals, hence 378 d i j ϩ eigenvalues. For the functionals considered in this work, we have shown that each 2ϫ2 block B i j is associated with exactly one negative and one positive eigenvalue. More generally, we suggest that such is likely to be the case in practice ͑that is, for variationally optimized density matrices͒ for any ansatz exhibiting this simple block structure, unless negative eigenvalues are somehow excluded by design. To understand why, consider the natural expansion of D ␣␣ , which has the form
for any reconstruction exhibiting the B i j block structure. D ␣␣ contributes 2 E 2 ␣␣ to the electron repulsion energy, where Table VIII . Also tabulated is ͉R͉, where R is the ratio of negative-to positive-eigenvalue contributions to E 2 ␣␣ . Except for the near-HF functionals CH͑4/3͒ and SIC-CH͑4/3͒, this ratio ranges from 0.4 -0.8, meaning that negative eigenvalues of the 2-matrix annihilate 40%-80% of the parallel-spin electron repulsion energy arising from the positive eigenvalues. In absolute terms, this anomalous energy lowering is huge-frequently a hartree or more. Clearly, the negative eigenvalues of D ␣␣ are crucial to determining the optimized electronic energy.
As we have indicated, numerous negative 2-matrix eigenvalues are probably to be expected in reconstructive DMFT, unless specific steps are taken to avoid them. The SIC variant of CH͑͒ takes a step in this direction by removing the D ii,ii ␣␣ matrix elements in the natural orbital direct product basis. This annihilates most ͑though not all͒ of the self-interaction associated with CH͑͒. 4 What is more, the remaining negative eigenvalues d i j ϩ , which have the same analytic form for both CH͑͒ and SIC-CH͑͒, tend to be closer to zero for the latter functional, and their contribution to the energy is also much reduced in the case of SIC-CH͑͒. Unfortunately, the aforementioned self-interaction correction is basis-set-specific, and consequently the SIC-CH͑͒ energy functional is not invariant to unitary transformations among orbitals with degenerate occupancies. 40 Thus the energy will generally change if, for example, real linear combinations are substituted for primitive spherical harmonics in any orbitals with nonzero angular momentum.
In contrast to this ad hoc procedure for removing selfinteraction, any approximate reconstruction functional D ␣␣ ͓␥ ͔ that preserves the full antisymmetry of the 2-matrix ͑not just the symmetry D i j,kl ␣␣ ϭD ji,lk ␣␣ , which is satisfied by all of the functionals considered here͒ is completely free of self-interaction, by construction, and does not suffer the aforementioned anomaly in the case of degenerate occupancies. Consider an antisymmetric ansatz for D ␣␣ ͓␥ ͔ that consists of the same B i j block structure as the functionals studied here. There are no 1ϫ1 blocks for such a functional, and each 2ϫ2 block B i j contains only one independent element and has eigenvalues 2 D i j,i j ␣␣ and zero. Hence antisymmetry cures the positivity problem, provided that the geminal populations 2 D i j,i j ␣␣ are themselves positive.
Antisymmetry implies positivity only for extremely sparse 2-matrices with the B i j block structure. More generally, antisymmetric reconstruction functionals need not eliminate negative eigenvalues of D ␣␣ altogether, but may avoid large ones, for two reasons. First, elements of the B i j blocks, which represent geminal populations, should be far larger in magnitude than off-diagonal 2-matrix elements, which represent coherences between geminals. The Schwarz inequality dictates that
though in most cases the coherences D i j,kl ␣␣ are significantly smaller than this theoretical upper bound. As such, these elements represent small perturbations to the spectrum determined by the B i j blocks. Second, one finds from Eq. ͑4͒ that matrix elements of D ␣␣ lying outside the B i j blocks contribute only to off-diagonal elements of the 1-matrix. If D ␣␣ is reconstructed in the natural orbital product basis, these offdiagonal contributions must sum to zero. Although the offdiagonal elements of D ␣␣ can be positive or negative, one hopes that this sum rule leads them to be small, in the natural orbital product basis. ͑The off-diagonal elements of D ␣␣ will be equal to zero in this basis, if the natural geminals are 2 ϫ2 determinants of natural orbitals.͒ In view of these remarks, the development of antisymmetric reconstruction functionals should be a priority. Otherwise, it is difficult to see how the negative spectrum of D ␣␣ can be eliminated or mitigated, within an ansatz bearing any similarity to the ones examined here. ͑We mention in this regard that an iterative procedure 57 for removing negative eigenvalues of D , Q , and Ĝ , by adjusting D while preserving the underlying 1-matrix, is ineffective in the present case, as there are too few nonzero 2-matrix elements.͒ In the considerations leading to the CH͑1͒ and CHF͑1͒ functionals, 5 antisymmetry was abandoned in order to obtain an alternative to the HF functional that still satisfies the contraction relation in Eq. ͑4͒, which is thought to be an extremely important N-representability requirement, based on experience with sum rules in DFT. To recover antisymmetry in DMFT, yet still maintain this partial trace relation, it is probably necessary to move beyond one-term tensor product approximations for D . For more complicated reconstructions, the contraction relation is not so easy to enforce, though we speculate that perhaps some variant of Perdew's real-space cutoff procedure 18 -20 might be used in this capacity, much as it is used in DFT to enforce sum rules on the exchangecorrelation hole.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have documented extensive N-representability violations for proposed reconstructive density matrix functionals. In particular, half of the eigenvalues of D ␣␣ are necessarily negative for each of the functionals examined in this work. In applications to Be and LiH, we find that the negative eigenvalues significantly lower the electron repulsion energy, often by as much as 1-2 hartrees. While this is certainly an undesirable state of affairs, it is perhaps inappropriate to demand that reconstruction functionals for DMFT exactly comply with all known N-representability requirements for the 2-matrix. Even if this were feasible, it would likely result in a method whose computational cost rivals that of proper variational 2-matrix methods. Instead, we suggest that the more appropriate niche for DMFT is to find models that produce good results ͑preferably, for identifiable reasons͒ and are largely free of egregious N-representability violations. To this end, we suggest that explicitly antisymmetric reconstruction functionals should help to correct the positivity problem. Any antisymmetric reconstruction is also rigorously free of self-interaction error. Furthermore, only by employing an antisymmetric ansatz for the 2-matrix can one hope to obtain a correct description of the pair density for parallel-spin electrons, which is poorly described by all of the functionals examined here. 28 Despite the pervasive N-representability violations manifested by the current generation of density matrix functionals, we have found no evidence that the electronic energy diverges as the variational space is enlarged, as previous active-space calculations 27 have suggested. Rather, this apparent instability appears to be an artifact of a pronounced difference between the shape of diatomic potential curves calculated in a minimal basis set, and those calculated using extended basis sets. Consistent with previous results, 32,42 our extended-basis calculations demonstrate that the corrected Hartree-Fock-type functionals 5, 6 CHF͑͒ and MCHF are inappropriate for molecular applications. On the other hand, the functional SIC-CH͑1͒ introduced by Goedecker and Umrigar 4,15 yields LiH potential curves that are qualitatively correct in all basis sets. As compared to FCI, the SIC-CH͑1͒ potentials are also quite accurate.
Last, let us comment on the practical efficacy of reconstructive DMFT. Computationally speaking, this methodology in its present form is highly evocative of MCSCF theory. Though this analogy will no doubt be useful in developing improved optimization algorithms, in the immediate future it is likely that-like MCSCF methods-this form of DMFT is limited to a few tens of orbitals. Exploratory calculations for Be in a 48-orbital basis required a few days of computer time to optimize fully, starting from HF orbitals. This illustrates the pressing need for starting orbitals that are closer to the optimized ones than are the HF orbitals, which ͑in the virtual space at least͒ are exceedingly poor initial guesses and lead to lengthy orbital optimizations. Augmenting the BFGS algorithm with analytic formulas for the diagonal of the Hessian may accelerate the orbital optimization, 49, 58 but even so it seems likely that the future of reconstructive DMFT lies in active-space implementations. Our results indicate, however, that caution must be exercised when appraising density matrix functionals based on active-space results.
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